LOCAL GOVERNMENT OFFICERS FOR THE BAYTOWN MUNICIPAL DEVELOPMENT DISTRICT
FOR THE COMPLETION OF THE REQUIRED CONFLICT OF INTEREST QUESTIONNAIRE FOR THE BAYTOWN MUNICIPAL DEVELOPMENT DISTRICT (REQUIRED BY ALL VENDORS WHO SUBMIT BIDS/PROPOSALS),
LOCAL GOVERNMENT OFFICERS ARE:

BAYTOWN MUNICIPAL DEVELOPMENT DISTRICT (MDD):

PRESIDENT                     BRANDON CAPETILLO
VICE PRESIDENT                 CHRIS PRESLEY
SECRETARY                      LAURA ALVARADO
DIRECTOR                       SUHEY RIOS-ALVAREZ
DIRECTOR                       CHRIS PRESLEY
DIRECTOR                       CHARLES JOHNSON
DIRECTOR                       HEATHER BETANCOURTH
DIRECTOR                       ROBERT C. HOSKINS
DIRECTOR                       DAVID HIMSEL
DIRECTOR                       MARY HERNANDEZ
DIRECTOR                       DAVID P. JIRRELS
DIRECTOR                       GARY ENGLERT

STAFF:

GENERAL MANAGER                RICK DAVIS
GENERAL COUNSEL                IGNACIO RAMIREZ, SR.
ASSISTANT SECRETARY            LETICIA BRYSCH

UPDATED: 10/21/2019